
Proof-Of-Delivery
where every detail counts



D.POD (Proof-Of-Delivery) is now available 
through the PocketLink Cloud!  This means 
no server hardware needed. No IT resources 
required. No maintenance or backup costs. 
Instead, with a low month-to-month payment, 
it is now affordable for you to equip your

delivery drivers with the D.POD app. In the 
process, we will still maintain full integration 
to your backend systems and deliver the 
same Human-Enterprise-Level customer 
service and project management we have 
always provided.

Cloud it



A powerful system for the organization,
a simple application for the driver

The time of delivery is critical in completing 
your supply chain cycle. It is essential to 
provide your driver with a simple, effective 
and accurate tool to improve the delivery 
process.

D.POD is the best software for planning and 
tracking distribution activities. It is a user 
friendly system that helps organizations 
to upgrade their distribution capabilities, 
achieve better results and lower the 
distribution cost.
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D.POD was developed by Pocket Link and
is one of the leading mobile software for 
Proof-Of-Delivery, with proven success in
different countries worldwide.

With D.POD , managing your deliveries 
becomes easy. It provides a simple smart tool 
to your driver and a package of advanced 
capabilities to your organization.

In a competitive world, precision and reaction time
are crucial elements

Optimal distribution route for the driver
Distribution Management while fully 
monitoring progress of tasks and the ability 
to react in real time
Proof Of Delivery with zero delivery errors
Receiving accurate information from the 
moment the truck leaves the warehouse to 
the time delivery is confirmed
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Effective monitoring tools

REAL TIME
 SUPERVISION DASHBOARD

Display of driver performance in real  - time 
Full control from the start of the process to 
its end
Ability to receive precise information on
shipment until delivery is confirmed
Systematic and simple data collection from 
the field
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Effective distribution makes a difference
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Route plan for the driver  - showing all stops, 
ETAs, info and navigation instructions
Significant time saving in delivery time
Delivery process management
The ability to edit delivery documents in the field 
Delivery confirmation by barcode scanning 
shipping labels
Collect accurate payments at time of delivery

Delivery confirmation with electronic signature
Printing delivery documents and credits using 
mobile printers
Changes and updates can be made in real  - time
Two way communication with the back office
Handling of delivery exceptions (shorts, mis-picks, 
damages, scheduled/unscheduled pickups and 
delivery of units)
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Business value  for the organization Cost Reduction

Empowering and transforming the drivers into a 
much more effective and precise workforce
Complete monitoring and control of the delivery 
process
Eliminate back office efforts in documenting 
delivery documents, credits, end of day 
reconciliations, and signatures
All captured signatures are stored in a digital 
archive on the server

Reduced operating costs and work hours
Reduced errors caused by manual accounting 
and driver data entry
Reduced use of paper and pre-printed 
documents.
Green is economical and good for the 
environment
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Fast and simple implementation

D.POD is designed to meet your organizational 
needs. In a quick and simple process, D.POD 
interfaces with current enterprise systems.

D.POD is a feature-rich mobile software solution 
that provides maximum business value and rapid 
return on investment.

D.POD is an advanced system for the last step in 
your supply chain process, and operates on
Android tablets and smartphones.

Simple
Integrat ion
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